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INTRODUCTION

Cancer has been one of the major life threatens in

decades, the elimination and therapy of cancer had

been studied for a long time. Among all kinds of cancers,

liver cancer had shown a high risk and popularity. To

investigate potential treatments or prevention methods,

plant-based diet had shown a recovery effects on

cancer progression. Among them, phenol-rich food

presented health modulation and inhibition of cancer

progression including oral, esophageal, breast and

colon cancer [1]. Therefore, black raspberry was

selected to examine the health effects on the gut

microbiome of cancer-prone mice.

Black raspberry (BRB) is one

of the common edible berry

fruits, which is known by the

high nutrition level, great antioxidant ability and

promotion of metabolism. Especially the high

concentration of bioactive phytochemicals including

anthocyanins and ellagic tannins from BRB are found

having positive properties such as cancer prevention,

anti-inflammation and gene expression regulation roles,

which make BRB a healthy food and a research hotspot

in nowadays [2-3]. From both animal and human studies,

BRB consumption was showing chemoprevention role in

cancer stages and gene promotion such as SFRP2

which is associated with colorectal cancer prevention [4].

The continuous need of chronic studies focused

on how phenol-rich food changes the gut microbial

community and disease status under carcinogen

exposure promotes this study.

AIM

• Examine the effects of dietary BRB on the gut

microbiota of cancer-initiated mice

• Examine the effects of dietary BRB on gut microbiota

of healthy mice

• Assess predictive functional differences based on

differential bacterial taxa between the mouse groups

METHODS

RESULTS

Figure 1. Alpha diversity (Shannon index)

between all groups
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Figure 2. Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) 

based on Bray-Curtis diversity between all groups

Figure 3. Bacterial abundance on (a) phylum level; (b) order level; (c) family level at different mice age 
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Figure 4. Significantly differential abundant

taxa between groups

CONCLUSIONS

• BRB-treated cancer group showed higher diversity and

richness than the untreated group.

• Gut microbial structure of cancer group was modified

significantly by BRB diet.

• Positive effects, including higher abundance of anti-

inflammatory species, were shown in the cancer group after

BRB treatment compared to the untreated group.

• Bacterial taxa in BRB-treated cancer group predicted higher

level of anti-inflammatory metabolism than non-BRB group.

• Beneficial effects of BRB were not significant in normal groups

(non-cancer groups).
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Figure 5. Significantly differential abundant

MetaCyc pathways between groups
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